MAXIMIZING SUPPLY
CHAIN EFFICIENCY
WITH BEST-IN-CLASS RFID
Increasing global competition is piling up pressures on pricing, product quality,
and order fulfilment schedules. And as customer trends lean toward smaller,
more frequent orders, better visibility has become essential.
Businesses need to boost productivity, grow customer satisfaction, and
sharpen market competitiveness. That means gaining real-time visibility
and data-driven insights which can be achieved with best-in-class Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) solutions.

THE CHALLENGES
YOU FACE
Nearly every industry is being challenged to create
an efficient, reliable, and fully-scaled operational
ecosystem. The issues that must be overcome include:
S The inability to meet growing customer demand for
track and trace due to lack of product visibility
S Reduced productivity without data capture at key
stages of the manufacturing and distribution process
S Halts or delays in production due to older,
failing technologies
S Inaccuracies in inventory counts created from
manual workarounds

The global RFID market size is projected
to reach $35.6 billion by 2030.1

With RFID technology, suppliers and
wholesalers can attain inventory
accuracy of over 99.9% by avoiding
human errors.1

THE BENEFITS OF AN
RFID SOLUTION
Increased accuracy of inventory counts and better
traceability helping reduce costs
Automated processes that reduce worker hours
for manual tasks
Better productivity leading to higher quality work
Data-insights that reveal new opportunities and
enable real-time action
1: RFID Market by Offering – Global forecast to 2030, Markets and markets

THE PURPOSE-BUILT,
END-TO-END SOLUTION
Backed by Zebra, Denali offers a fully-managed, end-to-end.
RFID portfolio that drives risk-free transformation
S Empower warehouse workers with greater visibility of
inventory and assets with handheld RFID readers and
RFID-enabled scanners
S Print and encode RAIN RFID labels, tags and cards,
and leverage factory- or field-installable RFID encoding
capabilities with RFID printers
S Streamline asset visibility and pinpoint the location of all
tagged assets with fixed RFID readers and Infrastructure
S Use in-stock RFID labels and tags made with the
highest-performing inlays and chips
S Optimize RFID readers with software tools for proof
of concept or application development
S Quickly and accurately track inventory and assets
using high-performance, long-range RFID antennas
S Improve the profitability of any RFID project – regardless
of scale – with best-in-class RFID design

WHY DENALI AND ZEBRA
FOR RFID?

S Optimized interoperability that connects assets,
people, and operations on one platform
S An integrated analytic platform that makes it easy
to access data for deeper operational analysis
S Easy use case customization for future-proofed
operations
S Decades of expertise, design-thinking, and software
development that ensure a sharper competitive edge
S A tailored approach for each customer, with the
ability to design, engineer, fabricate, and ship
custom solutions globally to meet specific
business needs
S The pre-established partnership that meets
demand and delivers quicker sourcing at a lower,
consistent price

ABOUT DENALI

Global service provider Denali works with leading technology manufacturers, like Zebra, to
deliver packaged IT solutions and services to Fortune 500 enterprises around the world.
Our strategic experts have built the strong relationships and partnerships that enable us to
tailor the best solutions for our clients, achieving outstanding business outcomes.

